We introduce the notion of the weak density of a Boolean algebra and show that for homogeneous measure algebras it coincides with the density (=least size of a coinitial set). From this we obtain a partial liffîng of the measure algebra of [0, 1 ] of minimal size which does not extend to a lifting. It also follows that the ;r-character of each point and the ^-weight are the same for the Stone space of a homogeneous measure algebra 0. Notation For set-theoretic and topological notation not described below, see [3, 8, 9, 10] . For measure theory see [7] . If B is a Boolean algebra and a e B , ac is the complement of a . Ba = B\a = {b € B: b < a} . B is homogeneous if Ba is isomorphic to B for all a e B\{0}. If / is a function which assigns an ordinal to each Boolean algebra, then B is homogeneous in f if f{Ba) = f(B) for all a 6 B\{0}. If (X,~L,n) is a probability space and A, B eZ then we write A ç* B, A =* B to mean ß(A\B) = 0, ß(AAB) -0, respectively. If / is any nonempty set, then (X ,//) is the product space with product measure denoted also by fi. For a e / let na: X1 -* XAM be defined by nJJ) = /|A{a} . Then for any set E c X , supp(£) == {a € /: E £ n~ n"aE}.
Notation
For set-theoretic and topological notation not described below, see [3, 8, 9, 10] . For measure theory see [7] . If B is a Boolean algebra and a e B , ac is the complement of a . Ba = B\a = {b € B: b < a} . B is homogeneous if Ba is isomorphic to B for all a e B\{0}. If / is a function which assigns an ordinal to each Boolean algebra, then B is homogeneous in f if f{Ba) = f(B) for all a 6 B\{0}. St(B) is the Stone space of ß. If B' ç B is a subalgebra and a e B then (B1 u {a}) -{(¿Aa)V (c\a) : c ,b e B'} is the subalgebra generated by B' u {a}. For any infinite set K, [K] If (X,~L,n) is a probability space and A, B eZ then we write A ç* B, A =* B to mean ß(A\B) = 0, ß(AAB) -0, respectively. If / is any nonempty set, then (X ,//) is the product space with product measure denoted also by fi. For a e / let na: X1 -* XAM be defined by nJJ) = /|A{a} . Then for any set E c X , supp(£) == {a € /: E £ n~ n"aE}.
For cardinals k > co, ß is the usual product measure on {0,1}*, ZK is the cr-algebra of measurable sets, and ¿VK = {E e ZK : ¡iE = 0} . srfK = E^/yT is the measure algebra of ({0,1}K ,2X ,/u). If E e ZK then [E] For more on these cardinal functions see [3 or 8] .) (6) If k is given the discrete topology and we let B(k) be the clopen subsets of Km (the Baire space of length k), then£/(/?(><:)) = k and wd(5(/c)) = co (a countable neighborhood base at any point is weakly dense). However in the completion of B(k) the weak density is k . (We omit the proof. It is similar to that of remark (3) above.)
Problem. Is there a homogeneous complete Boolean algebra B such that wd(ß) <</(£)?
In §2 of this paper we prove some lemmas that will be needed later on. In §3 we will show that for any k > co, wd ( Now let E = \J"(A" x n,>" E¡) QXW .Fix m>\. Then for each n > m , by (1) we have <, x IIw<I-<" Et ç Acn and so Kxn,m£,)n^xn(>"£(.) = 0. Similarly (^w x n/>w Et) n (^ x n,>n Et) = 0. Hence (5) ^xn£i-£C forall">l.
To finish the proof, suppose D C Xw,ßD > 0, and for some k e co, k $ supp(D). We must show p(D n E) > 0 and ß{D n Ec) > 0. Since Proof. The following proof is a simplification due to D. Fremlin of a proof which appeared in an earlier draft of this paper.
Let E C Xw, ßE > 0. For each / 6 [co\<w, define f¡ : 2W -2W by f,(x){n) = x{n) if n <$. I, and 1 -x(n) if / € /. We write fn for /. , . Since E can be approximated arbitrarily well by clopen sets C (in the sense of making ß(EAC) small) and for each clopen set C, f"{C) -C for sufficiently large n , we have lim^^ ß(EAf'J (E)) = 0. Inductively define a increasing sequence (an: n E co) of elements of co so that Dn = f){f¡'(E): I ç {aQ, ... ,«"_,}} has measure J ß(E). n,<n(l -l/2'+1). Then Proof. Case 1. k = co. We must show wd(s/w) = d(sf ). This is similar to the proof in [2] that d{s/w) -cofinality of jV (ordered by inclusion). Let DcZ^ of size wd(j^) be weakly dense in sfoe . It will suffice to find a cofinal set 3 § ç y^ of size \D\. Without loss of generality assume that each H E D has density 1 at all its points. Let Q be a countable dense subset of {0,\}w . Let ê?K ç Zk be a collection of Baire sets which is weakly dense in s/K. Define a family gm ç Zw as follows: If E e %k , let C(E) eZw be a set of least measure satisfying E ç* C(E) x {0, 1}kV". Let %w = {C(E): Ee%k}. Then |rj < \%K\ and g^ is weakly dense in stm . [Proof If F E Sw ,ßF > 0, then there is an £ e % s.t. £ ç* F x {0,1 }kX" or E C* Fc x {0,1 }"Xw , say the former. By definition of C(E), C{E) ç* F .) Thus wd(s/K) > wd(s/J . Now let X = {0,1}W andidentify {0,1}K with XK via the map f ^ {(f(co-a + n): n E co): a < k) . Now with WK ç 1,K weakly dense inja^., define a cofinal family 9" ç [Kf by '$T = {supp{E)\ E E gK} where s\xpp{E) is taken in X* . To see that 9" is cofinal, fix B E [k]w . By Lemma 2, there is a measurable set F ç XB s.t. for any measurable set D ç XB, if either D ç* F ox D ç* Fc then supp(£>) = 5. Fix such an F and let E e % be s.t. E ç* F x XK,B or E C* Fc x X*^ , say the former. Claim: 5 ç supp(£).
For suppose a E B\ supp(Zs). Then there is a countable S ç k and an E ç X such that a $ S and E -ExXK^ . By Lemma 1, there is a measurable set D ç* X n s.t. £ ç/ Z) x ;TVÄn5) ç* F x XAB .
Hence (4) and (5) Remark. W. Just has shown that GCH implies that the answer to the question in the introduction is no for ccc algebras. Also W. Weiss has shown that, in the notation of (5) of the remarks in the introduction, there is a dense set of points x E Sx(B) such that wd(Z?) = nx(x, St(B)). Thus the weak density of B is the minimum n-character of a point in St(Z?).
